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Abstract

Histograms are among the most popular methods used in exploratory analysis to sum-
marize univariate distributions. In particular, irregular histograms are good non-parametric
density estimators that require very few parameters: the number of bins with their lengths
and frequencies. Many approaches have been proposed in the literature to infer these pa-
rameters, either assuming hypotheses about the underlying data distributions or exploiting
a model selection approach. In this paper, we focus on the G-Enum histogram method,
which exploits the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle to build histograms with-
out any user parameter and achieves state-of-the art performance w.r.t accuracy; parsimony
and computation time. We investigate on the limits of this method in the case of outliers
or heavy-tailed distributions. We suggest a two-level heuristic to deal with such cases. The
first level exploits a logarithmic transformation of the data to split the data set into a list of
data subsets with a controlled range of values. The second level builds a sub-histogram for
each data subset and aggregates them to obtain a complete histogram. Extensive experiments
show the benefits of the approach.

1 Introduction

Histograms are among the most popular methods used in exploratory analysis to summarize
univariate distributions. Regular histograms are the simplest savor of histograms to represent
a distribution: all bins are of the same width and the only parameter to select is the number of
bins. While they are suited to roughly uniform distributions Rissanen et al. (1992), they fail
to capture the density of more complex distributions. Irregular histograms are non-parametric
piecewise constant density estimators that require very few parameters: the number of bins
with their widths and frequencies. Several irregular histogram methods have been proposed
in the literature, but they often require user-defined parameters, such as the number of bins or
the accuracy ϵ at which the data is to be approximated. For example, the minimum description
length (MDL) histogram methods Rissanen et al. (1992); Kontkanen and Myllymäki (2007)
automatically choose the number of bins and their widths, but these widths need to be a
multiples of a ϵ user parameter. In the context of exploratory analysis, the choice of this
parameter is not an easy task, and fully automatic histogram methods are preferable. Several
automatic irregular histogram methods have been proposed in the literature, such as the
taut string methods based on penalized likelihood Davies and Kovac (2004); Rozenholc et al.
(2010), the Bayesian blocks histograms based Bayesian regularization Scargle et al. (2013)
or the G-Enum method Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023) based on the MDL approach. In a
comparison between several regular and irregular histograms methods, the G-Enum method
achieves state-of-the-art accuracy for estimated density while being much more scalable than
its closest competitors Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023). It is also among the most parsimonious
methods, with far fewer intervals than the most accurate alternative methods, which is an
essential feature for exploratory analysis when interpretability is an issue. These properties
being in line with our main objective in this paper, we focus on this method.
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The G-Enum method extends the MDL method Kontkanen and Myllymäki (2007) with
an automatic choice of ϵ, a fast to compute closed-form evaluation criterion and scalable
efficient optimization heuristics. Its modeling space is described on the basis of ϵ-length
elementary bins, where each histogram bin consists of a subset of adjacent ϵ-length bins.
A granularity parameter is exploited to automatically select the ϵ parameter. Together with
efficient linearithmic optimization heuristic, this granulated MDL criterion provides a resilient,
efficient and fully automated approach to histogram density estimation. Nevertheless, this
method reaches its limits in the case of outliers or heavy-tailed distributions. We suggest a
two-level heuristic to deal with such cases. The first level exploits a logarithmic transformation
of the data to split the data set into a list of data subsets with a controlled range of values.
The second level builds a sub-histogram for each data subset and aggregates them to obtain
a complete histogram.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly recall the G-Enum method in
Section 2. We illustrate the limit of histogram methods in the case of outliers and discuss
possible solutions to push these limits in Section 3. We suggest a two-level approach for
building histograms in Section 4, and analyze its properties in Section 5 We perform extensive
experiments with artificial data sets in Section 6. Finally, we suggest future work in Section 7
and give a summary in Section 8.

2 G-Enum method: summary

This section is a brief reminder of the G-Enum method Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023).

2.1 Problem formulation

We consider a sample of n observations xn = (x1, ..., xn) on the interval [xmin, xmax]. Let
ϵ be the approximation accuracy, so that each xj ∈ xn can be approximated by x̃j ∈ X =
{xmin + tϵ; t = 0, ..., E} where E = L/ϵ and L = xmax − xmin is the ‘domain length’ of the
data. We expect to have E ∈ N.

Let C be the set of possible endpoints for sub-intervals as

C = {ct = xmin − ϵ/2 + tϵ; t = 0, . . . , E}

These endpoints define E elementary bins of length ϵ, which are called ϵ-bins. They
are the building blocks of histogram intervals: each combination of ϵ-bins into K intervals,
with K ranging from 1 to E, defines a histogram model. In this range of possibilities, the
goal is to select a set of K − 1 endpoint C = (c1, ..., cK−1), ck ∈ C such that [c0, cE ] =
[xmin− ϵ/2, xmax+ ϵ/2] is partitioned into K intervals {[c0, c1], ]c1, c2], ..., ]cK−1, cE ]} that are
well-suited to the actual data distribution. Each interval k has a data count of hk entries and
a length Lk = ck − ck−1, which is a multiple of ϵ:

∀k, ∃ Ek ∈ N such that Lk = Ek · ϵ

A histogram model is entirely defined by the choice of the number of intervals, the set of
endpoints that define them and their data counts. We thus note a histogram model M =
(K,C, {hk}1≤k≤K). The relevance of each model can be measured through different types of
MDL criteria, for example using an enumerative criterion.

2.1.1 Granularity and choice of ϵ

To get rid of the user parameter ϵ, a new method parameter is introduced, that will automat-
ically be inferred. Let G be the granularity parameter. For a given E, the numerical domain
is split into G bins (1 ≤ G ≤ E) of equal width. In practice, the constant E = 109 is used,
which is both close to the limits of the representation of machine integers and allows to obtain
very accurate histograms, with an accuracy of up to one billionth of the value domain. Each
of these new elementary bins, that are called g-bins, is composed of g = E/G ϵ-bins. Each
of the intervals of any histogram constructed has then a length that is a multiple of these
g-bins. In other words, each interval is no longer composed of a multiple of ϵ-bins but rather
composed of Gk g-bins.
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This new criterion, which is called G-Enum is still very similar to the MDL-based enu-
merative criterion Enum for histograms, as shown in table 1.

2.2 Enum and G-Enum criteria for histogram models

Table 1: Term comparison of the Enum and G-Enum criteria

Criterion Indexing terms Multinomial terms Bin index terms

Enum log ∗K +

log

(
E +K − 1

K − 1

) log

(
n+K − 1

K − 1

)
+log

n!

h1!...hK !

∑K
k=1 hk logEk

G-Enum log ∗K + log∗ G +

log

(
G+K − 1

K − 1

) log

(
n+K − 1

K − 1

)
+log

n!

h1!...hK !

∑K
k=1 hk logGk+

n log E
G

Table 1 recalls the Enum criterion for histogram models and its granulated extension G-
Enum. The log ∗K and log ∗G prior terms encode the choice of the number of intervals and
of the granularity parameter. They exploit Rissanen’s universal prior for integers Rissanen
(1983), that favors small integers, i.e. simpler histograms. The log

(
G+K−1
K−1

)
term encodes

the boundaries of the intervals at the granularity precision. The multinomial terms are used
to encode the multinomial distribution of the n instances on the K intervals. They rely
on an enumerative criterion with appealing optimality properties Boullé et al. (2016). The∑K

k=1 hk logGk + n log E
G

term encodes the position of the hk instances of each interval on
the Ek = Gk

E
G

elementary ϵ-bins of the interval.

2.3 Optimization algorithms

For additive criteria such as Enum, a dynamic programming algorithm can be applied to
obtain the optimal solution. However, its computational complexity is cubic w.r.t. the size
of the data, which makes it impractical in the case of large data sets. The G-Enum method
exploits a greedy bottom-up optimization heuristic followed by post-optimization steps that
mainly consist in adding, removing, or moving endpoints around the locally optimal solu-
tion. Experiments in Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023) show that the accuracy of histograms
optimized using these heuristics is indistinguishable from those using the optimal algorithm,
while the computational complexity is O(n logn) instead of O(n3).

2.4 Experimental results

We summarize below the results of the comparative experiments performed to evaluate the
G-Enum method Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023). The comparison include the following
irregular and regular histogram methods:

• G-Enum, the method summarized in this section,

• Taut string histograms Davies and Kovac (2004); Davies, Laurie et al. (2009),

• RMG histograms Rozenholc et al. (2010),

• Bayesian blocks Scargle et al. (2013),

• Sturges rule histograms,

• Freedman-Diaconis rule histograms Freedman and Diaconis (1981).

They are evaluated on artificial datasets with know distributions: Normal, Cauchy, Uni-
form, Triangle, Triangle mixture and Gaussian mixture. The methods are compared on three
criterions: parsimony using the number of intervals, accuracy evaluated with the Hellinger
distance and computation time. The analysis of the experimental results show that the G-Enum
method achieves state of the art accuracy while being much more parsimonious and fast its
closest competitors.
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”Although rarely the best for each distribution type, G-Enum histograms are consis-
tently among the best estimators, and this without the high variability of the other
methods. Focusing on irregular histograms, G-Enum is certainly among the most
parsimonious in number of intervals. For exploratory analysis, this is an important
quality because it makes the interpretation of the results easier and more reliable.
G-Enum is also by far the fastest of irregular methods, making it suitable to large
data sets.” (Zelaya Mendizábal et al. (2023))

3 Limits of histogram methods w.r.t. outliers

We first give an illustrative example of the limits of the G-Enum method in the case of outliers,
and then discuss possible solutions to push these limits.

3.1 Illustative exemple

Let us consider a data set containing n = 10, 000 data entries distributed according to a
Gaussian distribution G(µ = 0, σ = 1). The range of the numerical domain is L = (xmax −
xmin). As σ = 1, we have L ≤ 10 with high probability. The range of the numerical domain
at ϵ accuracy is E = L/ϵ. Let us recall that we have chosen E = 109 to be compliant with the
computer representation of integers using four bytes. As a matter of fact, computer integers
are in the value domain ] − INT MAX; INT MAX[, with INT MAX = 231 ≈ 2.109. Using the
E = 109 precision parameter, the bounds of the histogram intervals are very precise, and
the underlying distribution can be very well approximated as the number of data entries n
increases.

Let us now assume that we have an outlier data entry in our data set, with value xout =
1012. The range of the value domain becomes L ≈ 1012 and using the same precision parameter
E = 109 amounts to setting ϵ ≈ 1000. With this ϵ parameter, the optimal histogram reduces
to a histogram with two intervals, consisting of a first interval of width E1 = 1 that contains
all the n initial Gaussian data entries in a bin of width 1000, and a second interval of width
E2 = E − 1 containing the outlier data entry. The quality of the histogram becomes very
poor as the whole data set except one outlier is summarized using one single interval.

Let us note that, to the best of our knowledge, this problem is likely to occur with most
alternative histogram methods. In the following we investigate on solutions to push these
limits.

3.2 Possible solutions to push the limits of the method

We suggest three possible solutions to push the limits of the method and summarize their
potential benefits and drawbacks.

3.2.1 Use of long integers

One computer-based solution consists in using long integers instead of standard integers for
the choice of our precision parameter E. We could then extend the precision parameter to E =
1018 and be compliant with the computer representation of long integers using eight bytes, in
the value domain ]− LONG INT MAX; LONG INT MAX[, where LONG INT MAX = 263 ≈ 9.1018.

Unfortunately, this solution is not likely to work well. First, it extends the outlier limits
by ”‘only”’ nine additional orders of magnitude. Second, this long int based choice of E raises
critical numerical issues in the optimization algorithm.

For example, let us assume that we have an interval i with length Ei ≫ 1 and frequency
hi. Let us consider the merge of this interval with a singleton interval j of width Ej = 1
and frequency hj = 1. The likelihood part Cw() of the histogram cost criterion related to the
width of the intervals is

Cw(i) = hi logEi,

Cw(j) = 0,

Cw(i ∪ j) = hi log(Ei + 1).
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The variation of cost δCw is then

δCw = Cw(i ∪ j)− Cw(i)− Cw(j),

= hi(log(Ei + 1)− log(Ei)),

= hi(logEi(1 + 1/Ei)− log(Ei)),

= hi log(1 + 1/Ei),

≈ hi/Ei.

On a computer, real values are stored using a floating-point representation with a mantissa
up to 15 digits (DBL EPSILON ≈ 2.10−16). Two distinct values will be equal if their relative
difference is lower than DBL EPSILON. Back to our optimization algorithm, for hi ≈ 1 and
Ei ≈ E, we get δCw ≈ 10−18 = 0. Therefore, finding the best merge of intervals may be
impossible in some tricky cases.

3.2.2 Extension to hierarchical histogram models

One solution to cope with outliers consists in extending the G-Enum method to a hierarchical
model. A histogram consists in a set of adjacent intervals, whereas a hierarchical histogram
consists in a tree of intervals, where:

• each leaf node is an interval,

• each intermediate node can be seen both as an interval, union of its children intervals,
and as a histogram, set of its children intervals,

• the root node represents the whole value domain.

Such a hierarchical histogram could potentially cope with outliers. For example, using the
data set described in Section 3.1, we could have one root node with three children nodes; the
first one for all the Gaussian data entries, the second one with an empty interval and the last
one with the outlier. Then the first node could be divided again so as to produce a standard
histogram focused on the Gaussian data entries, without any outlier issue.

This possible solution looks appealing, but its implementation may encounter several prob-
lems:

• devising an effective prior for hierarchical models is not an easy task,

• optimizing hierarchical models is known to be difficult, with little hope of achieving
optimality efficiently,

• the optimization algorithm may face numerical problems, since many models to be
compared may have almost the same cost.

3.2.3 Exploitation of the properties of floating-point representation

Let us first summarize how real values are encoded on computers using a floating-point rep-
resentation. Computer real values are stored on 8 bytes and thus encoded using 64 bits:

• 1 bit for the sign: -1 or +1,

• 11 bits for the exponent: between DBL MIN = 10−308 and DBL MAX = 10308,

• 52 bits for the mantissa: about 15 digits, for mantissa in interval [1; 10[.

Whereas mathematical real values that belong to R are continuous and unbounded, com-
puter real values are discrete in essence and bounded. They belong to a finite set R(cr) (where
(cr) stand for computer representation). The set R(cr) contains 264 ≈ 1.8.1019 distinct values
that belong to the finite numerical domain [−10308;−10−308] ∪ {0} ∪ [10−308; 10308]. Let us
note that all computer real values have an approximately constant relative precision related
to the mantissa, but an absolute precision that exponentially increases around the value 0.
There are more than 600 orders of magnitude of difference of absolute precision between the
largest and the smallest computer real values. In other terms, mathematical real values have
translation-invariant density properties all over R (like in the case of fixed-point representa-
tion values). Conversely, the density of floating-point representation values in R(cr) is heavily
peaked around the value 0: it increases exponentially for x → 0 until reaching the underflow
regime and decrease exponentially for x → ∞ until reaching the overflow regime.
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Histograms where the width of intervals are multiple of ϵ-bins rely on a constant absolute
precision and they cannot cope well with outliers. We suggest to investigate the properties of
floating-point representation to extend the G-Enum method. This is detailed in next section.

4 Two-level method for histograms

The principle of the method is to build a histogram directly from a data set only if the result
is likely to be of sufficient quality. Otherwise, the data set is split into data subsets and a
global histogram is obtained by aggregating the sub histograms built from each data subset.
Note that contrary to the hierarchical models suggested in Section 3.2.2, the method outputs
a single global histogram, not a hierarchy of histogram.

In this section, we first introduce a quality criterion based on the notion of well conditioned
data set for histograms. We then present a log-transformation method that can be applied
to any data set and will be used to effectively split the data set into data subsets. We also
suggest a way to get around the limits of floating-point representation. We finally detail the
two-level method that exploits the quality criterion and the split heuristic.

4.1 Well conditioned data sets for histograms

Let introduce the notion of well conditioned data sets for histograms.

Definition 1. A data set D is well conditioned for histograms (WCH) of ϵ-bin length E if
all its data entries with distinct values can be separated in different intervals. Otherwise, a
data set is said ill conditioned for histograms (ICH).

If a data set is well conditioned, histograms can be build without any risk of loss of
numerical precision. To investigate this notion, let us first define some characteristics of data
sets.

Definition 2. The range of a data set D is defined as rng(D) = maxD x − minD x, that is
the difference between it maximum and minimum values.

Definition 3. The precision of a data set D is defined as pr(D) = minD,δx>0 δx, that if the
min difference between two successive distinct values.

Definition 4. The granular length of a data set D is defined as gr(D) = rng(D)/pr(D).

The following results are trivial and given without proof.

Theorem 1. A data set D is ill conditioned for histograms if its precision is smaller that the
ϵ-bin length of the histogram, or if its granular length is larger that number E of ϵ-bins. More
formally, we have:

• D is ICH ⇔ pr(D) < ϵ,

• D is ICH ⇔ gr(D) > E.

Theorem 2. The WCH (resp. ICH) property of a data set D ⊂ R is invariant under any
linear transformation of the data entries of D.

Let us now define the notion of histogram collision in a data set D as the case where two
data entries with distinct values fall in the same ϵ-bin of a histogram. It is noteworthy that
the focus is on being able to separate data entries with distinct values, not to separate any
data entries that may share the same value. A data set is ill conditioned for histograms if its
number of collisions is greater or equal than 1. Evaluating the risk of loss of precision while
building a histogram from a data set relates to evaluating its ICH property. This can be done
in O(n logn) either by computing the range and precision of the data set or alternatively by
counting its number of collisions.

We can notice that the range and precision of a data set are characteristics that are related
to extreme value statistics and that they are likely to exhibit a very large variance. Inspired
by robust statistics, we suggest a stronger condition for the ICH property, with a threshold tc
for a minimum number of collisions. Having tc collisions in the data set means that tc data
entries fall in a set of colliding bins, each one containing at least two data entries with distinct
values. This covers two extreme cases: a flat one where each colliding bin contains only two
data entries and a peaked one with one single colliding bin containing tc data entries. We
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choose to exploit a condition for the ICH property based on the peaked case with 1 < tc ≪ n
because it is likely to require larger data sets to trigger the condition while minimizing the
potential loss of accuracy w.r.t. interval bounds.

Let us introduced another threshold tE as the number of ϵ-bins in a histogram used to
evaluate the ICH property. Although tE = E seems a natural choice, let us recall that
the choice E = 109 is not driven by a required accuracy of one billionths. In fact, the G-
Enum method optimizes the granularity of histograms that rely on G bins, 1 ≤ G ≤ E, and
convergence is expected as E → ∞. The value E = 109 was then chosen to be as large as
possible within the computer numerical limits. We hope that the optimal granularity can be
found for G ≪ E to avoid potential instabilities around the point of convergence.

In the end, we choose the thresholds tc = logn, tE =
√
E logE and introduce the PICH

criterion in Definition 5.

Definition 5. A data set D of size n is practically ill conditioned for histograms (PICH)
built upon E elementary ϵ-bins if at least one colliding bin within a granularized histogram
with G =

√
E logE bins contains more than logn data entries. Otherwise, the data set is

practically well conditioned for histograms (PWCH)

This heuristic PICH criterion is designed to push the limits of the method’s applicability.
In practice, the thresholds tc and tE have been chosen to jointly optimize a set of competing
criteria, which are summarized below.

• automation

– a parameter-less criterion is important so that data scientists can actually spend
more time on the business problem at hand,

• theoretical optimality

– although E → ∞ should be considered, E is set to 109 which is close to the computer
numerical limits,

– tE is as small as possible to avoid potential instability during the optimization of
the granularity in the G-Enum method,

• accuracy

– tc is as small as possible to minimize to potential loss of accuracy for the interval
bounds,

– tE is as large as possible to allow accurate granularities,

• scalability

– using large enough tc and tE thresholds, the PICH criterion should be conservative
enough to avoid triggering advanced heuristics too often in the case of ill conditioned
data sets,

– although optimal algorithms look appealing, only heuristics with at most super-
linear time complexity can be used in the case of large real world data sets.

The ICH property and the PICH criterion are further investigated in Section 6, with a
sensitivity analysis w.r.t. the tE threshold.

4.2 Log-transformation of computer real numbers

Let us first introduce a new function log(cr), that extends the standard log function to any
negative, null or positive computer real value:

log(cr)(x) = −DBL EPSILON − (log−x− logDBL MIN), ∀x ∈ R∗(cr)
− ,

log(cr)(0) = 0,

log(cr)(x) = DBL EPSILON + log x− logDBL MIN, ∀x ∈ R∗(cr)
+ .

For x = mant × 10exp, we have log x = log(mant) + exp × log 10. We now evaluate the
bounds of the set log(R(cr)) obtained after the log-transformation of R(cr):

sup(log(R(cr))) = log(DBL EPSILON) + logDBL MAX − logDBL MIN,

≈ log 10−15 + log 10308 − log 10−308,

≈ 600× log 10,

inf(log(R(cr))) = − sup(log(R(cr))).
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Whereas the values of log(R(cr)) exploit the mantissa with the same limits as in R(cr), the
exponents in log(R(cr)) are bounded by around 3, that is about one hundredth of the related
bound in R(cr) (since 308 ≈ 3 × 100). The set log(R(cr)) thus contains about 1017 distincts
values, approximately 100 times less than its super set R(cr). Conversely, the log values have
approximately the same absolute precision (15 digits) and are almost uniformly distributed
on the numerical domain [−600× log 10; 600× log 10].

To summarize, this log-transformation provides a monotonous transformation of the initial
values in R(cr) to log values in log(R(cr)), with an almost constant density on a smaller value
domain. Despite the decrease of size compared to the R(cr), we suggest that these properties of
log(R(cr)) are particularly suitable for histograms, which assume a piecewise constant density
per interval. Let us notice that for a histogram build on R(cr), each ϵ-bin represents a sub set
with a constant maximum absolute difference of values. Conversely, on log(R(cr)), each ϵ-bin
represents a sub set with a constant maximum relative difference of values. We thus expect
the log(R(cr)) space to be well suited for dividing a data set with a wide range of values into
data subsets with limited range of values.

Figure 1: Log-transformation of data generated from a Gaussian distribution G(µ = 0, σ = 1).

In the case of a data set D to analyze, we suggest to adapt the log(cr) function in order
to reduce the range of values and to avoid the potential gaps around the value 0:

log
(cr)
D (x) = − min

D∗
−,δx>0

δ log x− (log−x− logmin
D∗

−
−x), ∀x ∈ D∗

−,

log
(cr)
D (0) = 0,

log
(cr)
D (x) = min

D∗
+,δx>0

δ log x+ log x− logmin
D∗

+

x,∀x ∈ D∗
+.

This is illustrated in Figure 1 in the the case of a data set of size n = 1000 drawn from a
Gaussian distribution G(µ = 0, σ = 1). Mainly, the log-transformation exploits the opposite
of the function log−x for the negative values and the function log x for the positive values,
and shifts them to achieve a smooth monotonous transformation of all the values.

4.3 Dealing with the limits of floating-point representation

Whereas the PWCH criterion allows to cope with data sets with very large range of values,
new numerical limits can be encountered for data sets with very small range.

As an example, let us take a data set D with a range of 1, rng(D) = maxD x−minD x = 1.
Let us assume that this data set is PWCH, so that the G-Enum method is able to separate
all its data entries using E = 109 ϵ-bins. If minD x = 1 and maxD x = 2, the 15 digits of
the mantissa of computer real values (cf. Section 3.2.3) allow to encode the boundaries of the
ϵ-bins with an excellent precision. If minD x = 1, 000, 000, 000 and maxD x = 1, 000, 000, 001,
10 digits are necessary to encode the boundaries of the data set, and only 5 digits remain
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available to encode the boundaries of the 109 ϵ-bins, which is not feasible. A more critical
limit is that the computer real values no longer behave as continuous values within the range
of this data set, as only 105 distinct values can be encoded. The ”discrete” limit of computer
real values is reached, and there is an important risk that the G-Enum method will treat this
data set as a discrete one even if it comes from a continuous data distribution.

We suggest getting around this numerical limit by estimating the number of distinct values
nd that can be encoded within the range of a data set and to exploit an accuracy parameter
E small enough to get on average at least tn = 100 distinct values per ϵ-bin. Let us first
focus on the case where 0 /∈ [minD x;maxD x], for example 0 < minD x < maxD x. The
total number of distinct positive values of R(cr) that can be encoded between DBL MIN and
DBL MAX is 264/2 ≈ 9.1018 (cf. Section 3.2.3). Assuming that the density is almost constant
in log(R(cr)) (cf. Section 4.2), a raw approximation of the total number of distinct values in
[minD x;maxD x] is

if 0 < min
D

x < max
D

x, nd([min
D

x;max
D

x]) ≈ 263
log(maxD x)− log(minD x)

logDBL MAX − logDBL MIN
,

if min
D

x < max
D

x < 0, nd([min
D

x;max
D

x]) ≈ nd([−max
D

x;−min
D

x]),

if min
D

x < 0 < max
D

x, nd([min
D

x;max
D

x]) ≈ nd([min
D

x;−DBL MIN]) + nd([DBL MIN,max
D

x]).

If nd(minD x,maxD x)/E < tn, the average number of distinct values that can be encoded
per ϵ-bin is below the threshold, and we replace E = 109 by E = ⌈109 × nd,ϵ([a; b])/tb⌉ to get
ϵ-bins with enough distinct values per bin and keep a smooth continuous behavior of computer
real values.

Note that when this numerical limit is reached, the separability of the values cannot be
improved by splitting it into subsets, and we will consider the related data set as PWCH.

4.4 Two-level heuristic

If a data set D is practically well conditioned for histograms (PWCH), no significant loss of
numerical precision is to be feared and we can compute a standard histogram. Conversely, if
it is PICH, we propose in Algorithm 1 a two level heuristic that exploits the log

(cr)
D function.

The first level splits the initial PICH data set into smaller data subsets, using a histogram
built on the log transformation of the data. The resulting PWCH data subsets are then
merged as far as possible, so as to obtain the largest possible PWCH data subsets for the
second level. As for the PICH data subsets, they correspond to large intervals in the log-
histogram. They are split into smaller data subsets according to the heuristic described at
the end of this section, in order to obtain as few possible data subsets that are likely to be
PWCH.

The second level produces sub histograms for all the PWCH data subsets resulting from
the first level. It is noteworthy that this two level heuristic could be used with any alternative
histogram method in case of issues with outliers or with numerical precision limits. In our
case, we exploit the G-Enum method in the first level, with the sole purpose to split the whole
numerical domain into sub domains. And we apply the G-Enum method in the second level,
to build optimal sub histograms within each PWCH sub domain. Boundary histograms are
built between each pair of consecutive data subsets, by focusing on the last interval of the
first data subset and the first interval of the second data subset. This allows to create a new
interval to fill the boundary gap between the data subsets, and to finalize the global output
histogram by replacing the two initial boundary intervals by one, two or three intervals. Note
that each new built interval exploits the granularity parameter of its origin data subset.

The overall computational complexity of the two level algorithm is O(n logn), as all its
components are based on algorithms with the same complexity, applied either to the whole
data set or to the list of its data subsets.

We expect that the first level might help identifying outliers, as in the example of Section 3.
Furthermore, we also expect that the suggested heuristic might be able to split numerical
domains with heavy tail distribution into PWCH sub-domains. As an example, let us consider
an hypothetical data set with the weight of many organisms ranging from bacteria to insects
and mammalians. The first level is likely to divide the numerical domain into at several
sub-domains, that can then effectively be handled for the construction of specialized sub-
histograms.
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Algorithm 1 Two-level heuristic

Require: D, E
Ensure: H(D)
1: First level
2: compute the optimal histogram on log

(cr)
D (D) to obtain a log-histogram H(log

(cr)
D (D))

3: let LD = {Di} be the list of adjacent data subsets Di of D related to the log intervals i of

H(log
(cr)
D (D))

4: {Simplify the list LD by merging as much as possible adjacent intervals}
5: repeat
6: for each pair of data subsets (Di,Di+1) ∈ LD do
7: if Di ∪ Di+1 is PWCH then
8: replace Di and Di+1 by Di ∪ Di+1 in LD
9: end if

10: end for
11: until no pair of adjacent subsets can be merged into a PWCH subset
12: {Split the remaining PICH data subsets of LD}
13: for each data subset Di ∈ LD do
14: if Di is PICH then
15: split Di into ki data subsets Di,k using the splitting method described previously
16: replace Di by {Di,k}1≤k≤ki

in LD
17: end if
18: end for

19: Second level
20: {Compute sub histograms per data subset of LD}
21: for each data subsets Di ∈ LD do
22: build an optimal sub histogram Hi of the data subset Di

23: end for
24: {Concatenate the sub-histograms to initialize the output histogram H(D)}
25: for each sub histogram Hi do
26: insert the intervals of Hi in H(D)
27: end for
28: {Create boundary intervals to finalize the output histogram H(D)}
29: for each pair of sub histograms (Hi, Hi+1) do
30: let Intlasti be the last interval of Hi

31: let Intfirsti+1 be the first interval of Hi+1

32: let Intempty
i,i+1 be the empty boundary between Intlasti and Intfirsti+1

33: compute a boundary histogram H(Di,i+1) for the data subset Di,i+1 = Intlasti ∪ Intfirsti+1

34: retrieve the boundary interval Intboundaryi,i+1 of H(Di,i+1) that includes Int
empty
i,i+1

35: split the boundary data subset Di,i+1 into one, two or three intervals around Intboundaryi,i+1

36: replace the two intervals Intlasti and Intfirsti+1 of H(D) by these new intervals
37: end for

10



Splitting method for PICH data subsets obtained from the log space. Let

Di be a data subset related to an interval of the log-histogram H(log
(cr)
D (D)). Let us first

assume that Di correspond to a positive interval [a; b], with 0 < a < b. As [a; b] is an interval
of a histogram obtained in the log space, we can assume a uniform density in [log a; log b]. Our
goal is to split [log a; log b] into ki sub intervals of equal width in the log space, such that each
sub interval Ik is likely to be PWCH in the initial space. Let Ik = [log ak−1; log ak], 1 ≤ k ≤ ki,
with log ak = log a+ k

ki
(log b−log a). Let ni be the number of data entries inDi. As the density

is assumed to be uniform in [log a; log b], we can expect that the frequency of each sub interval
Ik is ni,k ≈ ni/ki. In the initial space, the related data subsets are in intervals [ak−1; ak],
with ak/ak−1 being a constant as (log ak − log ak−1) is a constant. As the uniform density in
the log space translates into a decreasing density in the initial space, the most frequent bin
in the initial space is likely to be the first one. Using the threshold tE =

√
E logE for the

PICH criterion, the first bin of [ak−1; ak] is [ak−1; ak−1 + (ak − ak−1)/tE ]. Its frequency nϵ
i,k

can be estimated using the uniform density assumption in the log space, according to

nϵ
i,k ≈ ni,k

log(ak−1 + (ak − ak−1)/tE)− log ak−1

log ak − log ak−1
,

≈ n

ki

log(1 + (ak/ak−1 − 1)/tE)

log ak/ak−1
.

The frequency of the first bin of each data sub set is the same, so that the PICH criterion
is likely to be triggered in the same way for all the data subsets related to the intervals
Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ ki . We are searching for the smallest ki, such that each data subset is PWCH,
that is nϵ

i,k < logni,k. As this might be complex to solve analytically, we suggest to solve this
problem by dichotomy for ki ∈ {2, ni} by computing all the values of nϵ

i,k and logni,k. This
can be done in O(logni,k) computation time.

In the end, we can split our initial PICH data subset Di into ki smaller data subsets that
are likely to be PWCH. The same method can be applied in the case of a data subset Di with
negative values, with a < b < 0. And in the case of a data subset with both positive and
negative values, we can apply the method to both the negative and positive sub parts of the
data subset.

5 Preliminary analysis

In this section, we analyze some choices and properties relative to the two-level method.

5.1 Threshold for being ill conditioned for histograms

Let us first recall that the parameter E of the G-Enum method is a fixed constant E = 109

constrained by the limit INT MAX of computer integers. For a data set D of size n, the ICH
threshold is obtained for gr(D) = E. In this section, we investigate on whether real world
data sets are likely to be WCH given their size n and the fixed constant E = 109. Then, we
evaluating the ICH and PICH criterions for the detection of ICH data sets.

Using a uniform distribution. Let us consider a data set D sampled from a uniform
distribution on [0, 1]. The range of D is 1 while its expected precision is given by the expected
minimum distance between its n points, which is

1

n2 − 1
.

(See for example https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/1999612/average-min

imum-distance-between-n-points-generate-i-i-d-with-uniform-dist.)
We have

gr(D) = E ⇔ n2 − 1 = E,

⇔ n ≈
√
E.

The ICH threshold for a uniform distribution is attained for E ≈
√
n, that is for n ≈ 31, 600.
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Using a Gaussian distribution. Let us now consider a Gaussian distribution as an
example of peaked distribution. As the Gaussian distribution may not be suitable for easily
interpretable closed-form formulas, we focus instead on the binomial distribution, which can
be approached asymptotically by a Gaussian distribution.

Let us consider a histogram with (b + 1) bins, where each bin i is of width 1 and has a
frequency equal to the binomial coefficient

(
b
i

)
. Let us denote Db the artificial data set related

to this histogram. Let us assume that n is a power of 2 with n = 2b. We have

n = (1 + 1)b =

b∑
i=0

(
b

i

)
.

The following formula enlightens the relation of the data set Db with the Binomial distri-
bution B(n, p = 1/2).

n = 2b
b∑

i=0

(
b

i

)
pi(1− p)1−i.

As b increases, the shape of this histogram converges to that of the normal distribution.
We assume a piecewise constant density per bin. The range of Db is (b+1), which is the total
width of the histogram. As for the precision of Db, we assume that the central bin, which is
the denser one, may be used to provide an approximation of the minimum difference between
two consecutive values. This central bin of index b/2 contains

(
b

b/2

)
data entries. Assuming a

piecewise constant density within this bin, we apply the preceding results assuming a uniform
distribution in the central bin. We get

rn(Db) = b+ 1,

pr(Db) =
1(

b
b/2

)2 − 1
,

gr(Db) = (b+ 1)

((
b

b/2

)2

− 1

)
.

Using the Stirling formula n! =
√
2πn

(
n
e

)n
+O( 1

n
), we have(

b

b/2

)
=

√
2πb

(
b
e

)b
πb
(

b
2e

)b +O(
1

n
),

≈ 2b
√

2

πb
.

In terms of n rather than b, we obtain

rn(Db) = log2 n+ 1,

pr(Db) ≈ π log2 n

2n2
,

gr(Db) ≈ 2

π
(1 +

1

log2 n
)n2.

To get back to our initial problem of estimating the granular length for a Gaussian dis-
tribution, we have to apply some normalization. The binomial distribution X ∼ B(b, p)
can be approximated by the normal distribution X ∼ N (µ = bp, σ =

√
bp(1− p)). Using

(X − µ)/σ ∼ N (0, 1) and assuming a piecewise constant density per bin, let use consider the
virtual data set D obtained by normalizing the data entries of Db according to Y = (X−µ)/σ
and generating data entries according to a uniform distribution within each bin. These as-
sumptions allow us to estimate the range, precision and granular length of D, as approxima-
tions of these quantities for a Gaussian distribution. Given that b = log2 n and p = 1/2, we
get

rn(D) = 2
log2 n+ 1√

log2 n
,

pr(D) ≈
π
√

log2 n

n2
,

gr(D) ≈ 2

π
(1 +

1

log2 n
)n2.
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The obtained approximation of the granular length for the Gaussian distribution is slightly
smaller than that of the uniform distribution. Indeed, the approximation is likely to provide
a lower bound since it relies on the assumptions that the precision of the data set can be
evaluated from the central bin only and that the density is constant within this bin.

Let us finally approximate the ICH threshold:

gr(D) = E ⇔ 2

π
(1 +

1

log2 n
)n2 ≈ E,

⇔ n
√

1 + 1/log2n ≈
√

π/2×
√
E.

This approximation provides a ICH threshold for the Gaussian distributions, with the same
order of magnitude as for the uniform distribution. Let us remind that the ICH threshold is
both translation and scale invariant and will be the same for any Gaussian distribution. Using
a numerical evaluation for E = 109, we get a threshold of 36, 300 data entries for Gaussian
distributions.

Approach based on collisions. Another approach to evaluate the ICH threshold con-
sists in evaluating when a histogram ϵ-bin is likely to contain at least two distinct data entries.
For a data set D sampled from a uniform distribution, we are looking whether two distinct
data entries among n are likely to fall into the same ϵ-bin among E. This is known as the
birthday problem, which is to compute an approximate probability that in a group of n people,
at least two have the same birthday in a year with E days. This problem has been extensively
studied in the literature (see Wikipedia for a summary of the results). Below is an approxi-
mation of the threshold n for having a probability above 1

2
that one ϵ-bin contains two data

entries:

n ≈ 1/2 +
√

1/4 + 2 log 2× E.

For E = 109, the threshold for the birthday problem is 37, 200.
Altogether, the three approaches based on the uniform distribution, the Gaussian distri-

bution and the detection of bin collision provide the same order of magnitude, n ≈
√
E, that

is about 30, 000 data entries per data set for E = 109.

Experimental evaluation of the ICH property. To confirm the theoretical insights
provided in the previous sections, we perform numerical experiment to evaluate the empirical
granular length of data sets sampled from a uniform or a Gaussian distribution. We generate
10, 000 data sets with n ∈ [1, 000; 100, 000] with increasing sizes using a geometric increment
of

√
2. As expected, the empirical granular length suffers from a very large standard deviation.

Indeed, the empirical standard deviation is between 10 and 50 times larger than the mean,
and the mean itself is between 5 and 20 times larger than the median. We thus chose to report
the median of the granular lengths in Figure 2. We also report the theoretical approximation
of the granular length for the uniform distribution, as well its lower bound for the Gaussian
distribution.

For the uniform distribution, the empirical median of the granular length is close to its
approximation, with a ratio of around 1.5. For the Gaussian distribution, the empirical
median of the granular length is about 5 times the approximation, which is a lower bound as
expected. And the Gaussian distribution has a granular length between 2 and 3 times that
of the flat uniform distribution. Overall, this confirms that the order of magnitude of the
granular length grows as the square of the size of the data set. The median of the granular
length goes beyond the ϵ-bin length of histograms (E = 109) beyond n ≈ 20, 000, but this
criterion suffers from a tremendously large variance.

We also collect the number of collisions, that is the number of data entries that share their
bin with another data entry of different value and cannot be separated using a histogram. We
report in Figure 3 the mean and standard deviation of the collision numbers This criterion is
more stable than the granular number, but still even small data set may have some collisions.
Not surprisingly, the collision number is larger with the Gaussian than with the uniform
distribution, as both the Gaussian range is larger and its precision is likely to be smaller
because of the higher density in the Gaussian peak.

Finally, we study the behavior of two criterions for detecting the ICH property of a data
set:
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Figure 3: Mean collision number for the uniform and Gaussian distributions.
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1. ICH: number of collisions is greater or equal than 1,

2. RICH: (robust ICH) number of collisions is greater than logn,

We report in Figure 4 the proportion of data sets (among 10, 000) that are detected as
ICH, according to the ICH and RICH criterions. The ICH criterion exhibits a very large
variance and results in a rather small threshold for the size of the data detected as ICH
(between 10, 000 and 30, 000 for a probability 50% of detection). The RICH criterion is more
robust at the expense of a potential small loss of precision. The variance is far smaller with
almost no ICH detection for sizes below 10, 000, larger detection size (≈ 15, 000) in the case of
the Gaussian distribution and far larger detection size (≈ 100, 000) in the case of the uniform
distribution.
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Figure 4: Probability of detection of ICH data sets using the ICH and RICH criterions.

Experimental evaluation of the PICH criterion. The PICH criterion introduced
in Section 4.1 is triggered if at least one colliding bin within a granularized histogram with
tE =

√
E logE bins contains more than logn data entries. We report in Table 2 the minimum

data set size n for a probability of 50% of detection of the ICH property for different threshold
tE .

Table 2: PICH criterion: minimum data set size n for a probability of 50% of detection

tE Uniform distribution Gaussian distribution

E > 109 ≈ 6. 107

√
E logE ≈ 6. 104 ≈ 2. 106

√
E ≈ 4. 103 ≈ 8. 104

For tE = E, the PICH criterion is triggered only for very large data sets. For tE =
√
E,

the PICH criterion is triggered for rather small data sets w.r.t. usual real world data sets.
Using tE =

√
E logE looks a good trade-off. The PICH criterion is not likely to be triggered

too often and as
√
E logE ≪ E, the G-Enum algorithm is likely to find an optimal granularity

G far below E and to get a stable behavior.
We report in Figure 5 the results of 10, 000 experiments with the mean and standard

deviation of the PICH criterion for data sets from size n = 10, 000 to 50, 000, 000. This
confirms that the PICH criterion is triggered for data sets of large enough size and has a
moderate variance.
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Figure 5: Probability of detection of ICH data sets using the PICH criterion.

Synthesis. The ICH property of data set is triggered for data set sizes n of around the
square root of the number E of ϵ-bins of a histogram. For E = 109, this gives a size threshold of
a few tens of thousands, but with a tremendously large variance. The PICH criterion requires
that at least one bin contains at least tc = logn colliding data entries for tE =

√
E logE

elementary bins. This more robust criterion pushes the threshold up to sizes of tens of
thousands, at the expense of a negligible loss of precision of logn/n for the bounds of the
intervals. This makes the PICH criterion well suited for the use in the two level heuristic
presented in Section 4.4.

5.2 Histogram on initial and log-transformed data sets

In this section, we illustrate the impact of the log-transformation of data sets on the construc-
tion and visualization of histograms.

Figure 6: Histograms built from D and visualized on the standard domain (left) and log(cr) domain
(right), for the Gaussian distribution G(µ = 10, σ = 1).

Let D of size n = 10, 000 generated according to a Gaussian distribution G(µ = 10, σ = 1).
Figure 6 presents a histogram built from D and visualized on the initial domain (left) and
on the log transformed domain (right). For ease of read, the ticks and their label on the X
axis are reported with their initial values in D. On the left, the histogram is nicely balanced,
as expected for a Gaussian distribution. On the right, the histogram is unbalanced, which
naturally comes from the log transformation of the data.

Conversely, Figure 7 presents a histogram built from log(cr)(D) and visualized on the
initial domain (left) and on the log transformed domain (right). On the right, the histogram
is unbalanced as expected in the logarithmic domain. On the left, the histogram on the initial
domain is awkwardly balanced because it was built on the other domain.

Let us note the flat upper lines of the histogram bars are consistent with the underlying
piecewise constant density estimation. To maintain this consistency, histograms build on the
initial domain should be represented on the logarithmic domain using upper lines with a loga-
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Figure 7: Histograms built from log(cr)(D) and visualized on the standard domain (left) and log(cr)

domain (right), for the Gaussian distribution G(µ = 10, σ = 1).

rithmic slope. Conversely, histograms build on the logarithmic domain should be represented
on the initial domain using upper lines with a decreasing slope.

Figure 8: Histograms built from D and visualized on the standard domain (left) and log(cr) domain
(right), for the Gaussian distribution G(µ = 0, σ = 1).

Figure 9: Histograms built from log(cr)(D) and visualized on the standard domain (left) and log(cr)

domain (right), for the Gaussian distribution G(µ = 0, σ = 1).

Figure 8 and Figure 9 present the same visualizations in the case of a Gaussian distribution
G(µ = 0, σ = 1) centered on 0, which is a singular point for the log transformation. The
differences between the domain where the histogram is build and the one where it is visualized
are now highly contrasted.

To summarize, the log transformation of the data has the advantage of being usable for
visualization of any data set, with either negative, null or positive data. However, although
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any domain might be convenient for visualization purposes, histograms should be built on
their own data domain. In the case of the two-level heuristic, the log transformed domain is
used only because of its appealing property to divided the initial data set into data subsets.
The output histograms are built on the initial domain.

5.3 Scale and translation invariance in R and R(cr)

Theorem 3. The optimal histogram built from the linear transformation of a data set D ⊂ R
is the same as the linear transformation of the optimal histogram built from D, with the linear
transformation of its interval bounds.

Theorem 3 states that optimal histograms built from data sets in R are invariant under
linear transformation fa,b(x) = ax+b of the data. This nice property stems from the existence
of a bijection between the space of histograms that can be built from a data set D and the
space of histogram that can be built from fa,b(D).

Theorem 4. The optimal histogram built from the linear transformation of a data set D ⊂
R(cr) is not always the same as the linear transformation the optimal histogram built from D.

However, when it comes to computer real values with floating-point representation, The-
orem 4 states that this is not longer true. Indeed, there is no longer a bijection between D
and fa,b(D) nor between their related space of histograms. Some of the potential impacts are
given below as examples.

• for b = 0,

– if a is too small, all values in fa,b(D) are underflow,

– if a is too large, all values in fa,b(D) are overflow,

• for a = 0,

– if b is too small, all values x ∈ D are such that x+ b = x, resulting in fa,b(D) = D,

– if b is too large, all values x ∈ D are such that x+ b = b, resulting in fa,b(D) = {b}.

Floating-point values allow an acceptable behavior on a wide range of real world appli-
cations, but their limits can produce unexpected results, as in the case of data sets with
outliers. Even methods with well grounded theoretical foundations may fail in some simple
cases. Accounting for the limits of floating-point representation may help pushing the limits
of these methods.

6 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the impact of the two-level method on the quality of the built
histograms using artificial data sets. The quality of an histogram can be evaluated using a
statistical distance between the underlying probability distribution and the histogram consid-
ered as a piecewise constant density estimator. Among the usual statistical distances are the
Kullback-Leibler divergence, the Hellinger distance or the mean square error. However, some
of these measures assume that the probability distribution has a density, which is disputable
in the case of outliers. The scale of these measures may vary a lot depending on the data and
the results are difficult to compare and interpret. In the experiments, we rather exploit the
number of intervals as an indirect measure of the quality of the histograms. Indeed, as the
G-Enum method is regularized, it is not likely to overfit the data and the number of intervals
appears to be highly correlated with the accuracy of the retrieved patterns. Lastly, this very
simple measure is suitable for easy comparisons and interpretation.

6.1 Resistance to one outlier

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of one outlier on the quality of
the built histograms. We exploit a data set of size n = 10, 000 generated from a Gaussian
distribution G(µ = 1, σ = 0.1). We add one outlier with value vout = 2i and consider all the
35 values from vout = 1 to vout = 234 ≈ 1.7 1010. The experience is repeated 100 times, which
represents 3,500 data sets.
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Figure 10: Number of intervals obtained using or not the two-level method, for the Gaussian
distribution G(µ = 1, σ = 0.1) and one outlier

Figure 10 reports the mean and standard deviation of the number intervals obtained using
or not the two-level method. The number of data subsets considered by the method is reported
as well. For vout = 1, there are no outliers and the retrieved histogram contains around 17
interval to approximate the Gaussian distribution. For small values of vout, it is not clear
whether vout is a point in the tail of the Gaussian distribution or an outlier value. Both the
standard and the two-level methods build the same histograms with slightly less intervals,
down to around 15 intervals for vout = 32. For larger values of vout, the standard method
build less and less intervals, down to 12 intervals for vout ≈ 3. 107, before a fast drop down to 2
intervals when all the Gaussian data entries collide in the first histogram bin. Conversely, the
two-level method splits the data into two data subsets for vout > 32 and builds a histogram
consisting of about 18 intervals, 17 for the Gaussian data and one for the outlier.

Figure 11: Histograms obtained using the two-level method for the Gaussian distribution G(µ =
1, σ = 0.1) and different values of outlier, on the log× log scale. The boundary intervals are
displayed in red in the case of several data subsets

The histograms built using the two-level method are displayed for vout = 1, 32 and 1010

using a log× log scale in Figure 11 and using the standard scale with a focus on the Gaussian
data in Figure 12. The boundary intervals are displayed in red in the case of several data
subsets. This shows that the main Gaussian distribution is correctly approximated whatever
be the outlier value.

6.2 Resistance to a distribution of outliers

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of a distribution of outliers on the
quality of the build histograms. We exploit a data set of size n = 10, 000 generated from a
Gaussian distribution G(µ = 1, σ = 0.1). We add 100 outliers generated from a Gaussian
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Figure 12: Histograms obtained using the two-level method for the Gaussian distribution G(µ =
1, σ = 0.1) and different values of outlier, with a focus on X ∈ [0.5; 1.5]

distribution G(µO = 1, σO =) with value σO = 2i × 10−10, 0 ≤ i ≤ 67 and consider all the
68 values from σO = 10−10 to σO = 267 × 10−10 ≈ 1.5 1010. The experience is repeated 100
times, which represents 6,800 data sets.

Figure 13: Number of intervals obtained using or not the two-level method, for the Gaussian
distribution G(µ = 1, σ = 0.1) and 100 outlier distributed according to a Gaussian distribution
with same mean and a wide range of standard deviations

Figure 13 reports the mean and standard deviation of the number intervals obtained using
or not the two-level method, as well as the number of involved data subsets. Interestingly,
three regimes can be observed with small transitions between them. For σO ∈ [10−5; 3.5], the
distribution of the outliers cannot be distinguished from the main Gaussian distribution and
both the standard and two-level methods build the same histogram with 16 to 18 intervals.
For σO ≤ 10−6, both methods identify the distribution of outliers, which essentially reduces
to one peak interval in the center of the main Gaussian data (cf. Figure 14). Contrary
to the standard method, the two-level method splits the data set into three subsets, one
for the central distribution of outliers surrounded by two other ones for the main Gaussian
distribution. Three independent histograms are built for each subset, resulting in altogether,
around 20 to 35 intervals. For σO ≥ 6, the standard method fails to correctly summarize
the distribution when σO → ∞. The two-level method splits the data set into three to four
subsets, one for the main Gaussian data distribution distribution of outliers and the other
ones for the outliers. Altogether, around 20 intervals are built.

The histograms built using the two-level method are displayed for σo = 1 × 10−10 and
1.5×1010 using a log× log scale in Figure 14 and using the standard scale with a focus on the
main Gaussian data in Figure 15. This shows that the main Gaussian distribution is correctly
approximated for a very large range of standard deviations of the outlier distribution.
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Figure 14: Histograms obtained using the two-level method for the Gaussian distribution G(µ =
1, σ = 0.1) and different distributions of outliers, on the log× log scale. The boundary intervals
are displayed in red in the case of several data subsets

Figure 15: Histograms obtained using the two-level method for the Gaussian distribution G(µ =
1, σ = 0.1) and different distributions of outliers, with a focus on X ∈ [0.5; 1.5]
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6.3 Data set with a heavy tail distribution

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the behavior of the method in the case of a data
set with a heavy tail distribution. We exploit a data set of size n = 20, 000 generated from a
equidistributed mixture of two Gaussian components G(µ1 = 1, σ1 = µ1/10) and G(µ2, σ2 =
µ2/10), where µ2 = 2i. We consider all the 35 values of from µ2 = 1 to µ2 = 234 ≈ 1.7 1010.
The experience is repeated 100 times, which represents 3,500 data sets.

Figure 16: Number of intervals obtained using or not the two-level method, for a mixture of two
Gaussian distribution with far different ranges

Figure 16 reports the mean and standard deviation of the number intervals obtained using
or not the two-level method, as well as the number of involved data subsets. For µ2 = µ1 = 1,
there is one single Gaussian distribution and both methods build around 21 intervals. For
µ2 ∈ [2; 32], both methods build the same histogram to summarize the Gaussian mixture,
using 31 to 33 intervals. For µ2 ≥ 50, the standard method suffers once again from the very
large range of values in the data set. The two-level method splits the data set into two subsets,
one per Gaussian component, and exploits around 34 intervals to summarize the underlying
distribution.

Figure 17: Histograms obtained using the two-level method for the Gaussian mixture distribution,
on the log× log scale

The histograms built using the two-level method are displayed for µ2 = 32, 1.7 × 1010

using a log× log scale in Figure 17 and using the standard scale with a focus on the first
Gaussian component in Figure 18. This shows that the Gaussian mixture distribution is
correctly approximated for a very large range of values.
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Figure 18: Histograms obtained using the two-level method, for the Gaussian distribution G(µ =
1, σ = 0.1) and different distributions of outliers, with a focus on X ∈ [0.5; 1.5]

6.4 Scalability

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the scalability of the method in the case of
a data set with a complex underlying distribution of values. We exploit a Gaussian mixture
with 21 components where the mixture weights are distributed according to a Binomial dis-
tribution B(n = 20, p = 0.5). We have p(component = i) =

(
20
i

)
2−20, with each mixture

component based on a Gaussian distribution G(µ = i, σ = 1/4). We generate data sets from
this distribution for size n = 2i; 1 ≤ i ≤ 30 ranging from 2 to one billion. The experiment is
repeated only once for scalability reasons.

Figure 19: Number of intervals obtained using or not the two-level method for large scale data
sets, displayed using a log or standard scale

Accuracy of the histograms. Figure 19 reports both on a standard and a log scale
the mean and standard deviation of the number intervals obtained using or not the two-level
method, as well as the number of involved data subsets. The two-level method is triggered
for data sets with size beyond half a million and the number of data sub sets then increases
regularly until reaching around 700 for the largest data set of size one billion. The number of
intervals in the histogram increases approximately as the cubic root of the size of the data set.
For example, about 100 intervals are built for n = 217 ≈ 1.3× 105, and about 1000 intervals
for n = 227 ≈ 1.3× 108. Both the standard and two-level methods build comparable numbers
of intervals, as shown in Figure 19 on the standard scale display. The two-level method
builds slightly more intervals for large data sets. Indeed, whereas the standard method is
fully regularized on the whole data set, the two-level method exploit the G-Enum method
independently per sub data set, resulting in a locally regularized approach.

Table 3 displays the histograms built for a series of data sets with increasing sizes on six
orders of magnitude, from n = 6.4× 101 to n = 1.3× 108. The larger the data set, the more
accurate the obtained histogram. With few data, only part of the distribution is discovered,
and the histograms are blind to the tails of the distribution and to most of its patterns. As the
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n = 6.4× 101 n = 5.1× 102 n = 4.1× 103 n = 3.3× 104

n = 2.6× 105 n = 2.1× 106 n = 1.7× 107 n = 1.3× 108

Table 3: Histograms built for data sets of increasing size

Figure 20: Histograms built for a large data set with one billion data entries, with a zoom on the
components 2, 4 and 10 of the Gaussian mixture
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amount of processed data increases, the distribution is summarized more and more completely
and accurately.

The most detailed histogram obtained with one billion of data entries is displayed in
Figure 20. It consists in about 1900 intervals with heavily unbalanced distribution of lengths,
frequencies and densities, ranging from 0.0003 to 0.7 for the lengths, from 20 to 14, 500, 000
for the frequencies and from 7.3 10−7 to 0.3 for the densities. Figure 20 also shows a zoom of
the histogram on the components 2, 4 and 10 of the underlying Gaussian mixture distribution.
The Gaussian component10 is by far the most populated and its piecewise constant density
estimation provided by the histogram is both very smooth and accurate, using 203 intervals in
[9.5; 10.5]. According to the figures in Table 3, the Gaussian component2 was not even sampled
for n ≤ 104 and and its shape began to roughly appear for n ≥ 107. With n ≥ 109, this
Gaussian component2 is pretty well approximated in Figure 20 using 25 intervals in [1.5; 2.5],
although the quality of the approximation is far from that of component10. Note that even
with one billion data entries, the first Gaussian component0 is still roughly approximated,
using only 7 intervals in ]∞; 0.5]

Figure 21: Computation time in seconds using or not the two-level method for large scale data
sets

Computation time. The experiments are performed on a PC under Windows Server
2012, with a processor Intel Xeon Gold 3150 2.7 GHz and 192 GB RAM, using a single core
as the implementation is not parallel. Figure 21 reports the computation time in seconds
for the standard and two-level methods. In order to focus on the computation time of each
method, the initialization time that is common to both methods is not taken into account.
This initialization time mainly consists in reading the data from an input file and initializing
an input contingency table in memory with the pairs (value, frequency) sorted by values. For
data sets with size below half a million, the PICH criterion is not triggered and the two-level
method reduces to the standard method. For larger data sets, the PICH criterion is triggered
and the two-level method requires between two and three time more computation time than
the standard method, as expected. For the largest data set with one billion data entries, the
histogram required a few hours and around 150 GB RAM to be built.

Scalability and heavy tail distribution. The previous experiment has shown that
the histograms built using or not the two-level method have similar quality based on about the
same numbers of intervals. We perform a last challenging experiment that combines scalability
and a heavy tail distribution. We exploit a Gaussian mixture with 21 components where the
mixture weights are distributed according to a Binomial distribution B(n = 20, p = 0.5),
with each mixture component based on a Gaussian distribution G(µ = 10i, σ = µ/4). The
range of the means of the Gausssian components is [1; 1020], instead of [0; 20] in the preceding
scalability experiment.
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Figure 22: Histograms built for a large data set with one billion data entries and a heavy tail
distribution

Without the two-level method, the width of the ϵ-bin is about 1020/109 = 1011, so that
the first eleven mixture components are merged into the first interval of the built histogram.
Using the two-level method, the histogram is very detailed and all the mixture components are
approximated using altogether about 3800 intervals. The most detailed histogram obtained
with one billion of data entries is displayed in Figure 22.

7 Future work

In this section, we discuss future work.

7.1 Convergence to data distribution

The experiments on a large scale data set reported in Section 6.4 suggest that histograms
built by the proposed method seem to converge towards the underlying distribution as the
size of the data set increases. In future work, it would be interesting to investigate on this
property from a theoretical point of view.

Many alternative histogram approaches have been studied in the literature, with deep
theoretical insights w.r.t. their convergence properties. Most of these approaches rely on
strong assumptions such as the existence of a continuous density, of first and second derivatives
with sometimes bounded derivatives. Some approaches assume that the number of intervals
and the frequency per interval increase as n → ∞ to provide convergence properties. The
quality of the histograms is assessed using statistical distances such as the Kullback-Leibler
divergence, the Hellinger distance or the mean square error. Contrary to these methods,
and following the minimum description length (MDL) approach of Rissanen exploited in the
K&M histogram method, we make no assumption regarding the data distribution and only
focus on the data compression that is possible if there are patterns in the data. Studying
the convergence property of this kind of approach is an open problem that might be hard to
tackle.
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7.2 Visualization tools

Using the G-Enum method, each histogram model M is evaluated using cost(M), that is its
coding length according to the MDL approach. This criterion can be normalized using the
cost of the null histogram model M∅ that contains one single interval, according to

level(M) = 1− cost(M)

cost(M∅)
.

The criterion Level that represents a compression rate and assesses the quality of a histogram
is useful in practice as it allows to compare the interest of several variables through their
histogram and allows the data analyst to focus on the most interesting variables. However,
this criterion is no longer available when the two-level method is triggered. As we have a
global histogram obtained from the aggregation of the sub-histograms, we could compute a
global Level, as if the global histogram had been obtained with the G-Enum method alone
using the smallest ϵ-bin among all the sub histograms. This approach might not be fully
satisfying, as the resulting Level is likely to drop to 0 when the sub histograms are built from
data subsets with radically different ranges of values. This needs to be further investigated
in future work.

Other useful improvements for data exploration involve dedicated visualization tools,
which could easily switch between the standard and logarithmic scale, either for the val-
ues (X axis) using the log

(cr)
D function or for the probabilities or densities (Y axis) using the

standard log function. Indeed, the log
(cr)
D function introduced in Section 4.2 looks convenient

to visualize any data, negative, null or positive using a logarithmic scale It should be noticed
that the horizontal upper line of the histogram bars built in the initial value domain should
be drawn with a logarithmic slope when represented using the the logarithmic scale. Zooming
features may be convenient in the case of data with a heavy tail distribution. A visualization
tool should also be able to automatically propose a default view (choosing what to visualize
on each axis, using either the standard or logarithmic scale), as some distributions are so
unbalanced that nothing can be seen on some views. Finally, it could be interesting to keep
some basic statistics per histogram interval, such as the mean, standard deviation, minimum
and maximum of the values within the interval. This could be helpful in a data exploration
context to inspect the distribution tails and to help identifying the outliers.

7.3 Faster implementation for better applicability

Overall, the G-Enum algorithm and the two-level method have a theoretical time complexity
of O(n logn), which makes them suitable to process large data sets. Let us first remind the
solutions implemented in these algorithms to push the limits of their applicability as far as
possible:

• the greedy bottom-up heuristic in O(n logn) in the G-Enum algorithm is used rather
than the optimal algorithm in O(n3) based on dynamic programing,

• the G-Enum method allows an automatic choice of the best histogram granularity G
without requiring a user parameter,

– the E = 109 internal parameter, which corresponds to the maximum granularity,
has been chosen to be as large as possible within the limits of computer numerical
precision,

– the optimization of the granularity relies on a loop on granularities increasing by
powers of two to keep a O(n logn) time complexity,

• the two-level method method has been suggested to deal with data sets with outliers or
heavy tail distribution,

– it accounts for the limits of floating-point representation, using the log(R(cr)) trans-
formation of the data,

– it exploits a PICH criterion to split a data set into well-conditioned data subsets

– it keeps an overall time complexity of O(n logn).
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Decreasing the time complexity below O(n logn) might not be feasible without important
loss of accuracy, as each data must be seen at least once, which requires O(n) time. Still,
the time complexity comes with a constant factor α such that the computation time can be
bounded by α × n logn. Decreasing α by a percentage may not be worth it, but decreasing
it by a factor my be useful in practice. We suggest below several possible solutions that may
altogether result in decreasing the computation time by a factor of 2 to 10, depending on the
data to process.

Early stopping for the G-Enum heuristic. The time complexity of the G-Enum
heuristic is O((2+log2 E− log2 n)n logn) as a function of both n and E. Instead of evaluating
all the granularities Gi = 2i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 30, G30 ≈ E, the G-Enum heuristic could stop as soon as
the resulting model cost decreases. Indeed, as the G-Enum criterion is regularized, the model
costs tend to decrease at the beginning of the loop when finer granularities allow more accurate
histograms with better likelihood and they tend to increase at the end of the loop when too
fined granularities are penalized by larger prior terms. This behavior is frequently observed in
practice and the optimal models in case of well conditioned data are often found for Gi ≤ n.
For example, with a data set of size n = 10, 000, the factor (2 + log2 E − log2 n) ≈ 19 could
drop down to 2, with a computation time almost ten times faster. To get a better trade-off
between computation time and model accuracy, we evaluated the following stopping criterion:
stop exploring the granularities as soon as Gi >

√
n and at least 3 successive granularities do

not improve the model cost. This new trade-off looks promising, as computation time could
be largely reduced without any loss in model accuracy.

Alternative trade-offs in the two-level method. Altogether, the two-level method
relies on the maximum granularity parameter E = 109 and on the PICH criterion which
exploits a granularity threshold tE =

√
E logE and a colliding frequency threshold tc = log n.

This has been discussed in Section 4.1 and further investigated in Section 5.1, resulting in
acceptable trade-offs between the competing criterions of automation, theoretical optimality,
accuracy and scalability. For applicative contexts where the scalability criterion is the main
issue, new Pareto optimal trade-offs could be used for the choices of E, tE and tc to comply
with specific applicative constraints.

Faster split of the data set in the two-level method. The purpose of the first
level of the two-level method is to split a PICH data set into a list a PWCH data subsets.
This first level does not require optimized results of equivalent quality as those used to build
histograms in the second level. If scalability is an issue, this split heuristic could be simplified
or even replaced by alternative more time efficient heuristics.

Parallelisation of the algorithms. At least the second level of the two-level method
looks easy to parallelize on the basis of each data subset. Further work is still necessary to
efficiently parallelize the whole heuristic.

7.4 Big data and fast data

The scalability experiments in Section 6.4 show that more accurate models are obtained with
more data. Although the experiments were performed using an artificial data set, real world
data sets often come with a long tail distribution that requires a lot a data to be accurately
approximated. In many use cases, such accurate summaries could be used to query huge data
sets stored in big data infrastructures or even to keep track of fast data streams and still exploit
them when the data is not longer available. Note that the obtained histogram summaries are
very parsimonious, with for example about 1000 intervals instead of n = 1.3×108 data entries
in the scalability experiments. Exact results with a precision better than one billionth are
unnecessary in most contexts of data exploration. Using accurate histogram summaries could
then be a time, memory and energy efficient alternative to solutions such as elastic search,
which requires vast amounts of processing time and storage capacities.

The two-level method is scalable enough to process data sets of size up to one billion
of data entries within a few hours and around 150 GB of memory. This is not sufficient in
the context of big data, where this gigabyte scale algorithm needs to be extended to process
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terabytes or even petabytes of data. Some divide and conquer principles need to be exploited
to scale up the two-level method. The context of fast data streams is still more challenging
as the computational resources are likely to be more tightly bounded and the data can be
seen only once. Furthermore, in the case of non stationary data distribution, stream mining
algorithms have to cope with the time evolution of distributions.

7.5 Pushing the limits further and beyond

Hello happy reader, you are in the Easter egg section. Overall, the proposed approach relies
on the G-Enum method that have strong theoretical foundations. Still, in the end, numerical
methods have to be applied on data sets with computer real values in R(cr), that do not always
behave as the mathematical real values from R. The G-Enum method has thus been extended
to deal with outliers and with numerical precision limits. Altogether, we call this histogram
method WAOH, as Widely Applicable Optimal Histograms.

As building adversarial data sets is fairly easy, the WAOH method may fail in numerous
cases. Future work is necessary to push the limits of the method further and beyond. However,
these improvements may not be worth it. Indeed, the data sets that could benefit from such
improvements are likely to be outliers in the distribution of all real world data sets (see
Theorem 5).

Theorem 5. Let D(cr) be the set of all possible data sets with data entries in R(cr). Let D
(cr)
rw,t

be the set of all real world data sets produced by man kind until time t and D
(cr)
rwu,t the related

subset of useful real world data sets. We have

∀t ∈ R,
|D(cr)

rw,t|
|D(cr)|

≈ 0 and limt→∞
|D(cr)

rwu,t|
|D(cr)

rw,t|
= 0.

Proof. The proof could not be included in the paper for latex compile error reasons.

8 Conclusion

This paper starts from the G-Enum histogram method that have strong theoretical foun-
dations. Still, in the end, numerical methods have to be applied on data sets with values
stored on computers using a floating-point representation, that do not always behave as the
mathematical real values from R. The G-Enum method has then been embedded into the
two-level method to finely account for the limits and pitfalls of floating-point representation.
This heuristic allows to extend the applicability of the method to a wide range of data sets,
including the case of outliers or heavy tail distribution. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the benefits of the approach, that allows to build accurate histogram summaries of data sets
within efficient computation time. Future works include extensions to the processing of huge
data stores or fast data streams, which could bring time, memory and energy efficient building
brick for many data exploratory or supervised data mining tasks.
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